This is an introductory database training session online. You can learn how to search journal articles briefly.

Contents
- TREE
- UTokyo Article Link
- MyOPAC, UTokyoOPAC
- E-journal & E-book Portal
- Web of Science Core Collection
- Engineering Village

2022 11/22 TUE Online training 15:00-16:00

【 how to apply 】 Reservation required. ▶️https://forms.office.com/r/EcMFhHGhyD
UTokyo Account is required for apply.
【 target audience 】 Anyone who belongs to the University of Tokyo is welcome to participate.
【 entry fee 】 No charge
【 contact 】 kogaku2@lib.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp
【 cosponsor 】 Libraries for Engineering and Information Science & Technology
Academic Information Literacy Section, Information Technology Group